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bet, in the early NBA is no longer fresh, and even with the league players generally rising income, gambling in the NBA has become
increasingly fierce. Decades of grey memory, the arrest of the referee Donagi is merely a case. Whenever someone wants to reveal
the league's gambling fog, always be so that such factors hinder. The summer of 2008, Stern is also a union rhetoric net, but now he
failed to realize his promise. 20. Jordan Michael < p > Jordan brilliant career, gambling, as and he was like peas and carrots and
commendable is Joe's son will carry forward the boo ray play. Spread already a long time of scripts, Jordan playing blackjack 5 hours
will lose $75 million, beside the singer Whitney Houston - Huarong pale, Jordan himself is laughing. Before even Jordan retired in
1993 because of gambling is too fierce rumors. 19.03 three gold 2006 in the summer of 03, gold three gathered at the national team
in Japan, Sapporo, gambling became effective way they pass the time. Before the GQ magazine has revealed James et al. In Japan
the poker almost never stopped, and their bets will be increased to $15000. 10 years summer, when LeBron James and Chris Bosh
to join the Miami Heat, and even make fun of the media, the three of them don't need around to find someone to play cards. 18.
Mcgrady Tracey < p > Beijing time 17 February 2009, knee injury in Madison does not choose to rest, there is no choice to Phoenix
to see the all star game. But with weak legs spent a pleasant weekend in Las vegas. In the summer, Maddie is also a frequent visitor
to Las vegas. But Maddie's gambling technology is very general. 17. Barkley Charles < p > Buckley has publicly their bet on the table
about lost $10 million, but Barkley also said: "I can afford to pay money for gambling, when I lost $250 million, I did not want to commit
suicide, I like gambling." Barkley's psychological quality is evident. 16. Walker Antoine compared to other people, Walker can be
described as a gambling star players. Unlike other falls type of gambling, Walker is almost a professional gambler. But unfortunately,
he in the casino extravagant, but also because owe three casinos more than $100 million in gambling debts by the local
procuratorate prosecution. To this end, Walker had to run around to make money to pay debts. 15. Paul Chris < p > Paul is also a fan
of gambling, on behalf of the "dream team" to participate in the 2006 World Basketball Championships in Japan, Paul is also
important gamblers James et al. He himself has said that in the wasp team, Jackson Tyson, Chandler Bobby, and - the fear of Ge
and Blanton - bath and others are his past.
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